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Summary

1. The integration of population genetics with explicit spatial analyses is crucial to address a range of evolution-

ary and ecological questions under realistic scenarios. Ignoring space can lead tomisleading inferences, yet incor-

porating spatial realism leads to using complex evolutionary models that necessitate distilling raw genetic data

into summary statistics that capture information relevant to themodels in question.However, summary statistics

derived from traditional population genetic theory overlook the valuable spatial component of genetic variation

that is innate in natural systems and can be informative about historical spatio-demographic processes.

2. To overcome this limitation, we introduce and evaluate a new set of spatially explicit summary statistics

that can be calculated from a wide range of molecular markers and that take advantage of well-established

spatial genetic algorithms to summarize the spatial distribution and autocorrelation of genetic variation.

Using spatially explicit demographic simulations of SNP data, we characterize their behaviour under different

realistic historical demographic scenarios and assess their relative contribution to accurate model selection

and parameter estimation.

3. We demonstrate that under a wide range of parameter values, alternate demographic histories could be best

differentiated by supplementing traditional summary statistics with these new spatial statistics.We identify differ-

ent subset of statistics, including Euclidean distances in spatial-PCA space,Monmonier’s identification of genetic

breaks and spatial correlograms, that greatly improve discrimination of complex species histories and have

sizeable potential to estimate associated parameters, although the added power is likely to be dependent on

landscapemodels and sampling configurations.

4. These results highlight the potential benefits of condensing spatial genetic information into informative sum-

mary statistics to substantially improve testing alternative historical demographicmodels that reflect the complex

spatio-temporal dynamics of species evolutionary histories. This study bridges phylogeography and landscape

genetics by paving the way for phylogeographers wanting to incorporate spatial models and data as well as

landscape geneticists wanting to incorporate history.
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Introduction

One of the most central yet elusive challenges in population

genetics and phylogeography is uncovering spatially complex

and temporally dynamic evolutionary histories (Wright 1943;

Mal�ecot 1948; Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman 2003; Avise 2009).

Using observed genetic data to evaluate models of evolution-

ary history that incorporate important real-world complexity

often employs likelihood-free simulation approaches due to

intractability of full-likelihood solutions (Beaumont 2010).

These simulation-based methods often rely on distilling raw

population genetic data into a set of summary statistics that

capture the relevant features of the data with respect to

parameter estimation and model evaluation (Tavar�e et al.

1997; Fearnhead & Prangle 2012); yet, testing realistically

complex evolutionary histories remains a challenge to the

extent that alternative histories potentially leave similar

genetic signatures (i.e. unidentifiability; Robert et al. 2011).

For instance, allele surfing during range expansions often

leaves genetic signatures similar to directional selection

(Sokal, Harding & Oden 1989), yet the spatial distribution

of neutral alleles may be informative in discriminating these

processes (Excoffier, Foll & Petit 2009).

In this study, we develop and evaluate new informative sum-

mary statistics to discriminate between complex evolutionary

histories. This new battery ofmetrics, which can accommodate

a variety of commonly used molecular markers, takes advan-

tage of the spatial information associated with genetic samples,

which underlies the pivotal role that landscape and space plays

in: (i) structuring populations (Slatkin 1985), (ii) generating

cryptic genetic diversity (Gibson & Dworkin 2004) and (iii)

ultimately influencing speciation and regional patterns of*Correspondence author. E-mail: dalvarad@umich.edu
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biodiversity (Golestani, Gras & Cristescu 2012). Beyond

shaping population connectivity (Wright 1943; Slatkin 1985),

space also conditions responses to environmental change by

influencing colonization paths during distributional shifts

(Knowles & Alvarado-Serrano 2010) as well as the likelihood

and strength of founder events (Slatkin & Excoffier 2012), or

by conditioning the interaction between natural selection and

genetic drift (Gehara, Summers & Brown 2013). Thus, the

incorporation of spatially explicit summary statistics into pop-

ulation genetic analyses has great potential to improve infer-

ence of population history and ultimately the evolutionary

history of communities (Arenas et al. 2013; Athanasiadis &

Moral 2013).

After proposing and describing this novel set of spatial sum-

mary statistics, we then investigate their ability to supplement

traditional non-spatial statistics when discriminating between

spatially and temporally dynamic demographic histories. To

this end, we simulate data using spatially explicit models that

incorporate landscape effects through forward-in-time demo-

graphic coupled with backward-in-time coalescent simula-

tions. Specifically, we focus on histories involving cyclical vs.

non-cyclical range fluctuations under temporally dynamic

landscapes because of the pervasiveness of range shifts and

expansions in natural populations (Excoffier, Foll & Petit

2009) and their relevance to understand demographic

responses and associated genetic and ecological consequences

of climatic and other environmental changes (Hewitt 2000).

The summary statistics developed here, nonetheless, are

amenable for a much wider range of demographic histories

along both spatially explicit and implicit simulation-based

approaches.

Methods

NON-SPATIALLY EXPLIC IT SUMMARY STATIST ICS

Our non-spatially explicit summary statistic classes (NSS hereafter)

included a wide set of traditional, commonly used statistics that quan-

tify genetic constitution within and between sampling localities

(Table 1). This set included the mean and standard deviation of the

number of alleles (K), heterozygosity (H) and number of segregating

sites (S) within and across localities, and the mean number of pairwise

genetic differences (p) and pairwise FST (Weir & Cockerham 1984)

between localities. For further details on these statistics, see Excoffier &

Lischer (2010).

SPATIALLY EXPLIC IT SUMMARY STATIST ICS

The set of six spatially explicit summary statistics (SSS) classes we pre-

sent here capitalize on the expanding methods from spatial genetics

(Sokal & Oden 1978a,b; Guillot et al. 2009; Legendre & Legendre

2012) to thereby capture spatial distribution patterns underlying

genetic samples, and hence to be informative of demographic histories

across a landscape (Sokal & Jacquez 1991; Sokal, Oden & Thomson

1997;Diniz-filho&Bini 2005; Epperson 2005; Leducq et al. 2011; Peter

& Slatkin 2013). Although we focus on SNP data because of the

increasing interest of next-generation sequencing (NGS), all six SSS sets

could certainly be adapted to other types of molecular markers and/or

accommodate larger data sets typical of NGS analyses as they do not

scale with the number ofmarkers.

While four of the SSS classes have been previously used in spatial

genetics, two (spatial autocorrelation of site frequency spectra, qSFS,
and Euclidean distances in spatial principle component analysis dis-

tances, dSPCA) are novel statistics that extract spatial genetic informa-

tion directly from geo-referenced genomic data sets (Table 1). Below

we summarize these six SSS (a detailed description of each is presented

inAppendix S1).

qSFS

Our new spatial summary statistic set qSFS builds upon Smouse &

Peakall’s (1999) multivariate metric of spatial autocorrelation and rep-

resents a novel characterization of genetic distribution patterns by

quantifying inter-locality differences in the folded site frequency spectra

(SFS), a data summarization amendable for NGS analyses (Appendix

S1). Thismulti-allelic approach has the salient advantage of accounting

for spatial coalescent stochasticity, thereby overcoming idiosyncratic

patterns among loci to identify the common evolutionary processes

shaping genetic variation (Smouse&Peakall 1999).

dSPCA

Our new dSPCA summary statistics set is derived from an extension

of principal component analysis (PCA; McVean 2009) proposed by

Jombart et al. (2008) that directly incorporate spatial information

in the analysis. Despite intrinsically capturing the spatial structure

of the data (Wang, Z€ollner & Rosenberg 2012), classical PCA is

not based on a spatially explicit model (Yang et al. 2012). On the

other hand, the recently developed SPCA algorithm identifies a set

of components that maximize the variance of the product of the

genetic variance in allele frequencies and Moran’s I (Moran 1950),

a between-samples spatial autocorrelation index (Legendre & Legen-

dre 2012). Scores in this analysis summarize global and local spatial

variation patterns in allele frequencies. Here, we use Jombart et al.’s

(2008) method to generate a spatio-genetic ordination of all sampled

individuals. We then calculate our new dSPCA as a vector of Eucli-

dean distances within and between sampling localities in this ordina-

tion (Appendix S1).

Moran’s I (I), Variogram (V), Monmonier’s algorithm (M) and

Mantel’s correlogram (C)

The remaining four SSS classes (Appendix S1) focus on estimating

spatial genetic autocorrelation from a subset of the NSS (Table 1).

Developed over half a century ago to test for spatial autocorrelation

(Moran 1950), Moran’s I (Table 1) is commonly used to determine

whether or not a variable is randomly distributed in space (Anselin &

Kelejian 1997) by calculating the cross-products of values of the vari-

able of interest at pairs of locations, weighted by a spatial closeness

index (Fortin & Dale 2005). Secondly, the variogram (Table 1), a geo-

graphic visualization method that quantifies the degree of spatial

covariation between observations using a plot of the semivariance

(average dissimilarity between data separated by a spatial lag) against

geographic distance (Goovaerts 1998). Although its use in spatial

genetics is not as extensive as other spatial methods, the variogram has

great potential in this field because of its robustness and simplicity

(Wagner et al. 2005). Thirdly, Monmonier’s maximum differentiation

algorithm (Table 1) is a geographic visualizationmethod that identifies
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Table 1. List of summary statistics used. The new spatial statistics are

organized by analysis (see text for details).

Acronym
Summary
statistic

Total number
of statistics
according to
number of
localities (l)

Non-spatial
Summary
Statistics (NSS)

Locality-wise statistics
K Mean number of

alleles per locality
over loci1

l

Ks Standard deviation
of number of
alleles per locality
over loci

l

KTx Mean number of
alleles over
localities and loci

1

KTs Standard deviation
of number of
alleles over
localities and loci

1

H Heterozygosity per
locality1

l

Hs Standard deviation
of heterozygosity
per locality

l

HTx Mean total
heterozygosity

1

HTs Standard deviation
total
heterozygosity

1

HT Total heterozygosity 1
S Number of

segregating sites
per locality 1

l

STx Mean total number
of segregating sites

1

STs Standard deviation
total number of
segregating sites

1

Locality pairwise statistics
FST Locality pairwise

FST
2

(l(l � 1))/2

p Locality pairwise
number of pairwise
differences 2

(l(l � 1))/2

Subtotal l2 +4l + 7
Spatially explicit
Summary
Statistics
(SSS)

Based on raw data
Site frequency spectrum
spatial autocorrelation
(qSFS)

qx Mean spatial
autocorrelation
coefficient

1

qs Standard deviation
spatial
autocorrelation
coefficients

1

qm Maximum spatial
autocorrelation
coefficient

1

ql Lag ofmaximum
spatial
autocorrelation

1

Spatial principal component analysis
distances (dSPCA)

Table 1. (continued)

Acronym
Summary
statistic

Total number
of statistics
according to
number of
localities (l)

dWx Meanwithin locality
Euclidian distance3

l

dWs Standard deviation
of within locality
Euclidian distances3

l

dPx Mean pairwise
Euclidian distance
between localities

(l(l � 1))/2

dPs Standard deviation
pairwise
Euclidian distances
between localities

(l(l � 1))/2

Based on locality-wiseNSS
Moran’s I

I Moran’s I estimate 3
Variogram

Vn Nugget of fitted
variogram

3

Vs Sill of fitted
variogram

3

Vr Range of fitted
variogram

3

Based on locality pairwiseNSS
Monmonier’s
algorithm

MPs Total number of
path segments

2

MPd Total path distance 2
MPx Mean path segment

distance
2

MPs Standard deviation
path segment
distance

2

MXx Mean X coordinate
of path vertices

2

MXs Standard deviation X
coordinate of path
vertices

2

MYx MeanY coordinate of
path vertices

2

MYs Standard deviationY
coordinate of path
vertices

2

Mantel’s correlogram
Cx Mean correlation

coefficient
2

Cs Standard deviation
correlation coefficient

2

Cm Maximum correlation
coefficient

2

Cl Lag ofmaximum
correlation coefficient

2

Subtotal l2 + l + 40
Total 2l2 + 5l + 47

1Statistics used in the calculation ofMoran- and variogram-based SSS.
2Statistics used in the calculation of Monmonier’s- and Mantel-based

SSS.
3These statistics were removed from the final set of summary statistics

used in the analyses to keep a similar number of non-spatial and spatial

statistics.
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boundaries among vertices of a spatial graph by finding a path through

the edges associated with the highest rate of change (Monmonier 1973).

Finally, Mantel correlograms are one of the simplest approaches to

quantify the degree of genetic spatial autocorrelation by directly corre-

lating genetic differentiationwith geographic distance. Commonly used

in the field of landscape genetics, Mantel’s spatial statistic (Mantel

1967) is the most prevalent method for testing isolation by distance

(IBD;Wagner & Fortin 2012), a pattern that has deep implications for

the evolutionary trajectories of species (Slatkin 1985).

SIMULATIONS

Landscapemodels – LA and LL

To investigate the behaviour of this set of spatially explicit sum-

mary statistics (SSS) and how they can complement traditional

non-spatial summary statistics (NSS), we simulated patterns of

genetic variation using coupled spatially explicit demographic and

coalescent models (Currat, Ray & Excoffier 2004). Specifically, we

carried these simulations in SPLATCHE 2.01 (Ray et al. 2010) under

two different landscape models that characterize different geo-

graphic contexts (‘altitudinal’ LA and ‘latitudinal’ LL models;

Fig. 1). The ‘altitudinal’ landscape model (LA) is based on sky-

islands Pleistocene models (e.g. Knowles 2000) and corresponds to

a range expansion from 4 (lowland) isolated refugia in the periphery

of the simulated world (Fig. 1). The ‘latitudinal’ landscape model

(LL) on the other hand is based on the classic continental Europe

Pleistocene model (Hewitt 2000) and corresponds to a poleward

range expansion from three equatorial refugia (Fig. 1). These mod-

els were implemented using time-stepped maps of habitat suitability

to inform the spatio-temporal movement of individuals forward in

time, which in turn constrain backward-in-time coalescent simula-

tions that capture the spatially explicit history of genetic lineages

through time (Currat, Ray & Excoffier 2004; Ray et al. 2010). In

these simulations, the spatially explicit changes in population densi-

ties and individual movement are conditioned by: i) time-specific

carrying capacities of each deme that are directly proportional to

temporally and spatially specific suitabilities, and ii) the per-genera-

tion number of immigrants among neighbouring demes that is

stochastically determined by a Poisson variable centred around

demes’ fraction of migrants and their suitability-based friction to

migration (Ray et al. 2005, 2010).
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Fig. 1. Demographic scenarios used to assess

the discriminatory power of traditional and

spatial summary statistics. The two landscape

models (a, b) simulated follow either a non-

cyclical (DN) or a cyclical (DC) scenario.

Climatic transition periods under these two

scenarios are at the bottom (c). Note that both

scenarios share a period of expansion condi-

tions during the last 200 generations.
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Cyclical and non-cyclical demographic scenarios –DC and

DN

Under each of the two landscapemodels (LA andLL), simulations were

carried out for 2000 generations under two different demographic sce-

narios. The first scenario (‘non-cyclical’; DN), under both LA and LL

models, included a single non-cyclical gradual climatic transition occur-

ring 900 generations into the simulation. The second scenario (‘cycli-

cal’; DC), under both landscape models, included 6 gradual climatic

transitions and consequent cyclical range expansions and contractions

occurring at set time intervals (Fig. 1c). For each of these four spatially

explicit landscape model/demographic scenario combinations (i.e.

LADN, LADC, LLDN, LLDC), 1000 unlinked SNPs were simulated,

according to a discrete coalescent model (Kingman 1982; Laval &

Excoffier 2004), for each of 70 diploid individuals evenly distributed in

seven fixed demes arbitrarily selected from within the geographic area

(Fig. 1). All 10 individuals from each of the 7 demes were assigned the

geographic coordinates of the corresponding deme.

For each of the two landscape models, LA and LL, 150 simula-

tions were generated under both the DN and DC scenarios with

identical sets of 150 different parameter combinations. Included in

these parameter combinations were 3 free parameters of biological

interest: the maximum carrying capacity of any deme in the land-

scape (K), the per-generation probability of an individual to move

out of a deme (m) and the intrinsic logistic growth rate (r)

(Table 2). For each parameter set, 10 demographic and 10 coales-

cent replicates were carried out, which resulted in a total of 60 000

(2 models 9 2 scenarios 9 150 parameter sets 9 10 demographic

replicates 9 10 coalescent simulations) spatially explicit simulations.

Yet, because forward-in-time demographic simulations may end up

with not all sampling locations colonized within the number of gen-

erations allowed, simulation parameter sets were discarded if there

was at least one replicate in which any of the seven sampled demes

had less than 10 individuals by the end of the simulation. This con-

dition was implemented so that genetic sampling across simulations

was comparable. This resulted in a final data set of 115 simulated

parameter sets for the ‘altitudinal’ scenario (LA) and 121 simulated

parameter sets for the ‘latitudinal’ scenario (LL).

SIMULATION TESTING

The NSS and SSS (Table 1) were calculated from each simulated data

set using ARLSUMSTAT V.3.5.1.3 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010) and custom

R scripts (Bitbucket repository: https://diegofalvarado-s@bitbucke-

t.org/diegofalvarado-s/sss.git), respectively. To assess the added power

of SSS to discriminateDN fromDC demographic scenarios under both

LA and LL models, we perform analyses on two different combinations

of summary statistics (NSS andNSS-SSS combined; Table 1).

Association of summary statistics with demographic histories

We first evaluated the ability of these two different combinations of

summary statistics (i.e. NSS and NSS-SSS) to differentiateDN andDC

demographic scenarios by comparing principal component scores from

principal component analyses (PCAs) based on the correlation matrix

of the summary statistics. This strategy facilitates comparison between

large sets of summary statistics calculated on different data sets simu-

lated under different scenarios and accommodates correlation that

arises between subsets of summary statistics (Fig. S1).

To this end, separately for each landscape model, we ran two

independent PCAs (one per summary statistic combination) using the

function princomp in R (R Development Core Team 2013). For each

PCA, we then calculated the pairwise multivariate Euclidean distance

in the first 10 principal components (PCs), between simulations run

under cyclical and non-cyclical scenarios across all parameter sets

(LADN vs.LADC andLLDN vs.LLDC).We restricted our calculation to

the first 10 PCs because they accounted for over 75% of the total vari-

ance in all PCAs. The results of this analysis quantified how well the

first PCs from each set of summary statistics could discriminate

between demographic scenarios under each landscape model, such that

discrimination power is proportional to Euclidean distance. We

assessed significance by comparing the cumulative distributions of

Euclidean distances under each scenario using Kolmogorov–Smirnov

tests.

Random forest classification

As an additional way to quantify the composite discrimination

power as well as to identify the most informative set of summary

statistics across all parameter values, we ran Random Forest Classi-

fication (RFC; Breiman 2001) analyses independently for each simu-

lation model using the randomForest R package (Liaw & Wiener

2002). Although RFC and related machine learning classification

techniques have just recently started to be used in the field of

model-based phylogeography, this approach poses several important

characteristics that make it ideal for our analysis of summary statis-

tics performance. RFC can result in high power for model selection,

Table 2. Parameters used in the spatially explicit coalescent simula-

tions (for further details on parameters seeRay et al. 2010).

Symbol Parameter Value

K Maximum carrying capacity

ofmost suitable demes

Unif [100, 1000]

m Per-generationmigration rate

out of a deme

Unif [0�05, 0�25]

r Population intrinsic logistic

growth rate

‘Altitudinal’ scenario:

Unif [0�05, 0�25]
‘Latitudinal’ scenario:

Unif [0�10, 0�25]
G Generation time 1 generation/year

S Number of diploid

individuals sampled

10 per location

N Number of diploid

individuals in source

populations

50

t Total number of generations

after the onset of the spatial

demographic simulation

2000

s Number of generations

before the onset of the

spatial demographic

simulation at which all

remaining lineages are

brought into a single deme

to allow them to coalesce

2400

T Totalmaximumnumber of

generations allowed for

lineages to coalesce (from

present to past, including

time after onset of

demographic simulation)

10 000

h Ancestral size at time s 1/5 ofK

© 2015 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution © 2015 British Ecological Society, Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 7, 418–427
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has the ability to deal with large number of correlated and noisy

summary statistics and has the ability to rank summary statistics in

terms of their importance for correct classification (Gutmann &

Dutta 2014; Marin et al. 2014b).

For each RFC analysis, 1000 decision trees were generated

based either on the NSS or the NSS-SSS combined sets with all

simulations a priori classified by demographic scenario (DN or

DC). A random subset of summary statistics were sampled as

candidates for the split in the construction of each step for each

decision tree, with the number of summary statistics randomly

sampled in each step equalling the square root of the total num-

ber of statistics in each analysis. This was done to avoid over-

fitting the data and to prevent computationally excessive calcula-

tions (Breiman 2001; Liaw & Wiener 2002). Variable importance

was determined by mean decrease accuracy, which is calculated

for each summary statistic by randomly reshuffling its values

between scenarios and evaluating the effect of this reshuffling in

the classification ability (Strobl, Malley & Tutz 2009b). We chose

this index over the Gini index (Breiman 1984) because of high

correlations among some summary statistics (Strobl, Hothorn &

Zeileis 2009a; Fig. S1).

Results

Combining SSS with NSS significantly improved the ability to

discriminate DN from DC demographic scenarios under both

LA and LL models (Fig. 2). This was laid bare by the first 10

PCs (Fig. 2a,b). Yet, the addition of SSS resulted in different

levels of improvement acrossmodels, with differentiation being

greater in theLLmodel (a pattern that can bemost clearly seen

in the first 2 PCs; Fig. 2c–f).
The RFC analyses likewise showed that SSS contribute

towards the ability to distinguish between demographic scenar-

ios as the misclassification rates were the lowest when using

SSS and NSS together. Yet, as before, the contribution of SSS

varied across landscapemodels. In theLAmodel, the error rate

decreased from 2�97e�1 when using only NSS to 2�88e�1 when

Fig. 2. Principal component differentiation

between demographic scenarios under the two

landscape models. Cumulative distribution of

multivariate Euclidean distances between

non-cyclical (DN) and cyclical (DC) scenarios

along the first 10 principal components of

independently analyses, run either using only

non-spatial summary statistics (NSS) or the

combined set of non-spatial and spatial sum-

mary statistics (All SS) (a, b). For illustrative

purposes, scatterplots of only the first two

principal components under both landscape

models are also shown for analyses run on All

SS (c, d) and analyses run only on NSS (e, f).

Variance explained by each component is

given in parentheses, and 95% confidence

ellipses are shown using dashed lines.
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using NSS and SSS combined, whereas in the LL model the

errors decreased from 4�84e�2 when using only NSS to 1�32e�2

when using bothNSS and SSS combined.

When using RFC to investigate which summary statistics

were most helpful for discriminating between demographic

scenarios, only the 7th ranked among the top ten performing

variable was an SSS under the LA model (Fig. 3), whereas

under the LL model all but the 3rd and 6th best-performing

variables were SSS. Furthermore, across both models 4 out of

11 of the NSS in these top-10 sets were highly correlated with

at least one SSS, with an absolute Pearson’s correlation coeffi-

cient above 0�85, indicating that the information in these most

informative NSS is for the most part also captured by SSS. In

these sets of highest ranked statistics, the most frequent SSS

were dSPCA and Mantel correlogram statistics, and the most

frequent NSS were number of alleles, segregating sites and

heterozygosity (Fig. 3). Nonetheless, as expected given the dif-

ferent biogeographic contexts, different specific NSS and SSS

were recovered among the most informative set for discrimi-

nating the two demographic scenarios across the two land-

scapemodels.

Similarly, a comparison of the correlation of both NSS and

SSS with the 3 free simulation parameters showed that under

the majority of landscape model/historical scenario combina-

tions, several SSS were among the highest correlated statistics

(Fig. 4), suggesting these statistics have a sizeable potential to

contribute in parameter estimation. The only exception was

growth rate which was poorly correlated with both NSS and

SSS across landscape models and demographic scenarios, cor-

roborating the limited impact of this parameter on the genetic

constitution of populations under SPLATCHE models (Knowles

&Alvarado-Serrano 2010; Brown&Knowles 2012). Themost

prevalent statistics among those SSS highly correlated with the

free parameters were Monmonier’s algorithm, dSPCA and

Mantel’s correlogram statistics.

Discussion

The spatial content embedded in geo-referenced population

genetic samples contains useful information about the demo-
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only for the top 10 best ranked summary statistics. Statistics abbrevia-

tions are given in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Absolute correlation between summary statistics and the free

simulation parameters under ‘altitudinal’ and ‘latitudinal’ landscape

models. For comparison correlation coefficients are grouped according

to demographic scenario (non-cyclical, DN, or cyclical, DC, scenarios)

and summary statistics set (non-spatial summary statistics, NSS, or

spatially explicit summary statistics, SSS). The horizontal dashed line

indicates a 0�65 correlation coefficient.
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graphic and landscape history of organisms (Sokal & Oden

1978a; Sokal & Jacquez 1991). To harness this information for

improved discrimination between complex historical demo-

graphic scenarios, we developed and evaluated a novel set of

summary statistics that explicitly quantify the spatial distribu-

tion and clustering of genetic variation. Our simulation results

indicate that under a wide range of parameter values, our new

set of SSS substantially supplement traditional summary statis-

tics by consistently improving the ability to discriminate

between complex evolutionary histories that involve spatial

expansions and cyclical demographic contractions and admix-

ture (Fig. 2). Indeed, dSPCA and Mantel correlogram statis-

tics were consistently among the best-performing summary

statistics with respect to correctly classifying historical scenar-

ios in our simulations (Fig. 3). Furthermore, as indicated by

the correlation between summary statistics and free parameter

values, the potential power for parameter estimation using

several SSS, including dSPCA, Monmonier’s and Mantel cor-

relogram statistics, surpasses the potential power ofmost tradi-

tional NSS (Fig. 4). Taken together, our study demonstrates

that SSS have the potential to substantially advance model-

based population genetic and phylogeographic inference via

improved model discrimination and parameter estimation,

although this improvement varies with biogeographic context

and the geographic distribution of sampling.

This dependency of added discriminatory power on biogeo-

graphic context is likely associated with the spatial configura-

tion of genetic samples and landscape features, as we found

that supplementing NSS with SSS led to the greatest improve-

ment in scenario discrimination (DN vs DC) when the model

and sampling involved more widespread and heterogeneous

landscapes (i.e.LL; Fig. 1). Depending on the evolutionary his-

tory, spatially clustered samples commonly carry only a limited

amount of information about the processes driving genetic

diversity in a species and can bias inferences (Novembre & Ste-

phens 2008; Lohse 2009; Heller, Chikhi & Siegismund 2013).

In particular, as the new SSS are expected to better reflect spa-

tially dependent evolutionary processes, such as historical dis-

tance or resistance-limited migration (Wright 1943; McRae

2006) or distributional shifts through heterogeneous land-

scapes (Knowles & Alvarado-Serrano 2010), population sam-

ples that are clustered within homogeneous areas are expected

to carry less of the spatial information that SSS can potentially

contain. In line with this explanation, the majority of SSS and

NSS were either heavily correlated (indicating a lack of addi-

tional information) or extremely poorly correlated (indicating

overall little association with genetic variation) under LA

(Fig. S1). Under the LL model on the other hand, there were

intermediate correlations between the SSS and NSS, which

likely reflects the fact that the SSS carry quantitative informa-

tion about the spatial distribution of genetic variation that is

not captured byNSS (Neigel 2002).

This finding highlights the importance of using simulations

to address sampling design in advance (Hoban 2014). In this

context, the inclusion of SSS should facilitate determining

which sampling scheme may better reflect mechanistic pro-

cesses of interest in landscape genetic models. Furthermore,

SSS could assist in choosing relevant historical events and

parameters for model-based inference as analytical expecta-

tions could be derived for these summary statistics under alter-

native demographic scenarios (Sokal, Oden & Thomson 1997;

Diniz-Filho & Bini 2012). Our study also highlights how add-

ing more complex realism to historical population models can

potentially benefit phylogeographic and population genetic

inference. Specifically, our study is consistent with theoretical

results that predict that histories involving multiple glacial and

interglacial cycles do leave detectable genetic signatures (Jesus

et al. 2006; Tachida 2012). More generally, our findings

further suggest that incorporating some spatial complexity of

species histories together with new SSS would allow research-

ers to test alternative, biologically relevant demographic histo-

ries that better reflect the spatio-temporal evolutionary

complexity of species.

INCORPORATING SSS IN SPATIAL POPULATION

GENETICS

Application of summary statistics has become an essential part

of simulation-based inference such as methods deploying

approximate Bayesian computation (Sunn€aker et al. 2013) or

Random Forest Classification (Gutmann & Dutta 2014). It is

important to note that the gain in inference brought by the use

of SSS does not require additional data collection efforts other

than compiling the geographic coordinates of sampling loca-

tions. The only additional cost is computational time, which

we estimated in our simulations to have increased by approxi-

mately 1�26 times for the calculation of the entire set of SSS.

Yet, as aforementioned, the added value of the different SSS is

dependent on models and the particular parameters one wants

to estimate. We therefore recommend using only a subset of

SSS based on preliminary exploration and characterization of

SSS behaviour under the specific historical models of interest.

Methods for the selection of summary statistics have already

been developed for ABC (Joyce & Marjoram 2008; Nunes &

Balding 2010; Fearnhead & Prangle 2012; Marin et al. 2014a),

andRFCoffers a solid alternative for variable selection (Marin

et al. 2014b). Alternatively, the entire set of SSS and NSS

could be condensed into a few informative partial least square

(PLS) components and the resulting components used as sum-

mary statistics (Wegmann, Leuenberger & Excoffier 2009;

Wegmann&Excoffier 2010).

Finally, it is important to note that further developments in

SSS are possible, including incorporation of alternative spatial

weighting schemes, as the relative performance of different SSS

may be impacted by their parameterization (Anselin 1988).

Future work on assessing the behaviour of alternative weight-

ing schemes would contribute to identify optimal SSS parame-

terization. Furthermore, the set of SSS presented here

represent only a limited subset of all possible SSS, as multiple

others could be developed from recent methodological

advances such as spatial Bayesian clustering (Franc�ois &

Durand 2010) or distance-based Moran’s eigenvectors maps

(Garroway et al. 2013). Likewise, our new SSS could be fur-

ther refined to incorporate more complex representations of

© 2015 The Authors. Methods in Ecology and Evolution © 2015 British Ecological Society, Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 7, 418–427
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spatial distance that account for landscape heterogeneity such

as least-cost path or resistance pathways (McRae 2006; Manel

&Holderegger 2013).

Conclusions

A better understanding of the demographic histories of

species and populations has important implications for

uncovering fundamental evolutionary processes and for pro-

viding valuable insights about how ongoing and future cli-

mate and landscape changes might structure future

communities (Fordham et al. 2014). By incorporating tools

from the burgeoning field of spatial analyses (Guillot et al.

2009; Legendre & Legendre 2012), this study introduces a

new set of spatially explicit summary statistics to harness

spatial information for improved resolution of model-based

phylogeographic and population genomic inference and help

add a much needed historical component to landscape

genetics studies.
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